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1. Introduction

W E use the definitions of (11). However, in deference to some recent
attempts to unify the terminology of graph theory we replace the term
'circuit' by 'polygon', and 'degree' by 'valency'.
A graph G is 3-connected (nodally 3-connected) if it is simple and

non-separable and satisfies the following condition; if G is the union of
two proper subgraphs H and K such that HnK consists solely of two
vertices u and v, then one of H and K is a link-graph (arc-graph) with
ends u and v.
It should be noted that the union of two proper subgraphs H and K
of G can be the whole of G only if each of H and K includes at least one
edge or vertex not belonging to the other. In this paper we are concerned
mainly with nodally 3-connected graphs, but a specialization to 3-connected
graphs is made in § 12.
In § 3 we discuss conditions for a nodally 3-connected graph to be planar,
and in § 5 we discuss conditions for the existence of Kuratowski subgraphs
of a given graph. In §§ 6-9 we show how to obtain a convex representation
of a nodally 3-connected graph, without Kuratowski subgraphs, by solving
a set of linear equations. Some extensions of these results to general
graphs, with a proof of Kuratowski's theorem, are given in §§ 10-11. In
§ 12 we discuss the representation in the plane of a pair of dual graphs,
and in § 13 we draw attention to some unsolved problems.
2. Peripheral polygons

In this section we use the 'nodes' and 'branches' of a graph defined in
((11) §4).
Let J be a polygon of G and let £(«/) denote the number of bridges of
J in G. If j8( J) ^ 1 we call J a peripheral polygon of G.
Let B be any bridge of J in a non-separable graph G. The vertices of
attachment of B, which must be at least two in number, subdivide J into
arc-graphs. We call these the residual arc-graphs of B in J. If one of
these includes all the vertices of attachment of a second bridge B' of J
in G we say that B' avoids B. Then B avoids B'.
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(2.1) Let G be a nodally ^-connected graph. Let J be a 'polygon of G and B
any bridge of J in G. Then either J is peripheral or J has another bridge B'
which does not avoid B.

Proof. Suppose that J is not peripheral and that every other bridge of J
avoids B. Let B' be a second bridge of J. There is a residual arc-graph M
of B in J which includes all the vertices of attachment of B'. Let H be
the union of M and all the bridges of J other than B, having all their
vertices of attachment on M. Let K be the union of all the other bridges,
including B, and the complementary arc-graph of M in J. Then H and K
are proper subgraphs of G whose union is G, and H nK consists solely of
the two ends of M. But neither H nor K is an arc-graph joining the ends
of M. This contradicts the hypothesis that G is nodally 3-connected.

FIG.

1

(2.2) Let G be a nodally ^-connected graph. Let Kx be a polygon of G, B1 a
bridge of Kx in G, C a subgraph of Bly and L a branch of G in Kv Then we
can find a peripheral polygon J of G such that LczJ and J n C <= K± D C.

Proof. If Kx is peripheral we can put J = Kv Consider the remaining
case piKJ ^ 2.
Let B' be a second bridge of Kv By (2.1) we can choose B' so that it
does not avoid Bv Let its residual arc-graph containing L be U, with
ends x and y. By ((11) (2.4)) we can find a simple path P from x to y
in B' which avoids Kx. This construction is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which
the thick lines represent Kv
Consider the polygon K2 = U U G{P). It has a bridge B2 which contains
Bv Moreover, the only vertices of Bx which are vertices of attachment of
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B2 are those in L'. Since Bx does not avoid B', by (2.1), there is a vertex u
of attachment of Bx which is not on L'. Hence B2 contains the complementary arc-graph of L' in Kx. We thus have
(1)
(2)
(3)
If K2 has a second bridge we repeat the foregoing procedure with K2
replacing Kx and B2 replacing Bv By (1) the process must terminate.
When it does we have a peripheral polygon Kn such that L <= Kn. Moreover,
by repeated application of (3). We may therefore put J = Kn.
(2.3) Let G be a nodally Z-connected graph which is not a polygon or a linkgraph, and let L be a branch of G. Then we can find two peripheral polygons
Jx and J2 of G such that J1f\J2 = L.
Proof. By ((11) (2.5)) we can find a polygon of G containing L. By
(2.1) we can construct a peripheral polygon Jx of G such that L^JX.
Since G^JX, Jx has a bridge.
Let the bridge of Jx be B. As the ends, a and 6 say, of L are nodes
they are vertices of attachment of B. There is a simple path P from
a to 6 in B avoiding Jx. Let Kx denote the polygon Ll)G(P). Let C be
the complementary arc-graph of L in Jx and let Bx be the bridge of Kx
containing C. By (2.2) there is a peripheral polygon J2 of G such that
L c J2 and J2 n C c J^ n C c L. Hence Jxf)J2 = L.
(2.4) Let Gbea nodally Z-connected graph, K a polygon of G, B a bridge of K
in G, and L a branch of G contained in K. Let Jx and J2 be peripheral polygons
of G such that L<=:JXC\J2 and neither BC\JX nor BC\J2 is a subgraph of K.
Then we can find a peripheral polygon J 3 , distinct from Jx and J2, such
that L<=-J3.
Proof. Write C = (BnJx)\J(BnJ2).
By (2.2) we can find a peripheral
polygon J3 of G such that L <=: J3 and J3 n C £ K n C. The second of these
properties ensures that J3 is distinct from Jx and J2.
Consider the set of cycles of a connected graph G, as defined in (11).
The rank of this set, the maximum number of cycles independent under
mod-2 addition, is
(4)
^(G) = a i (£)- a o (G) + l.
This is shown, for example, in (5) and (12). We refer to the elementary
cycle associated with a peripheral polygon as a peripheral cycle.
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(2.5) Let G be a nodally ^-connected non-null graph. Then we can find a
set of px{G) independent peripheral cycles of G.

Proof. Suppose we have found a set of r <px(G) independent peripheral
cycles of G (r may be zero). Let U be the set of all their linear combinations.
We can find a cycle not in U. Since this cycle is a sum of elementary cycles
we can find an elementary cycle S-L^U. ((11) (3.2).)
Assume that Sx is not peripheral. Let Bx and B' be distinct bridges of
G.SV By "(2.1) we may suppose that B' does not avoid Bv
Suppose first that B' has two vertices of attachment, x and y, such that
each of the residual arc-graphs Mx and M2 of x and y in G.SX includes a
vertex of attachment of B as an internal vertex. We can find a simple
path P from x to y in B' avoiding G.SV Let X^ denote the polygon
MiUG(P), (i = 1,2). The sum of the elementary cycles E{Xj) and E{X2)
is Sv Hence we may assume without loss of generality that E(X1) $ U.
We write EiXJ = S2. Evidently there is a bridge B2 of G.S2 in G such
In the remaining case it is easy to verify, first that each vertex of
attachment of B' is a vertex of attachment of Bv and then that B' and Bx
have the same vertices of attachment, three in number. Let us denote
them by x, y, and z. By ((11) (4.3)) there is a 7-graph Y of B', with ends
x, y, and z, which spans G.SV Let the arms of Y ending at x, y, and z
be Ax, Ay, and Az respectively. If Lxy is the residual arc-graph of B and
B' in G.Si with ends aTand y we denote the polygon LxyU AxU Ay by Xz.
We define Xx and Xy analogously. The sum of the elementary cycles E{XT),
E(Xy), and E(XZ) is Sv We may therefore assume without loss of generality
that E(XX) $ U. We now write E(XX) = S2. Again we observe that there
is a bridge B2 of G. S2 in G such that B1 <= B2.
In either case if G. S2 has a second bridge we repeat the procedure with
S2 replacing S1 and B2 replacing Bv We then obtain an elementary cycle
#3 £ U such that some bridge Bz of G. #3 satisfies B2^BZ. Continuing in
this way until the process terminates we obtain a peripheral cycle Sn$U.
We now have a set of r +1 independent peripheral cycles of G. If
r+ 1 <Px(G) we repeat the operation to obtain a set of r + 2, and so on.
The theorem follows.
(2.6) Let G be a nodally Z-connected non-null graph, with at least two edges,
which is not a polygon. Suppose that no edge of G belongs to more than two
distinct peripheral polygons. Then G has just p^G) + 1 distinct peripheral
cycles, and they constitute a planar mesh of G.

Proof. Let M be the class of all peripheral cycles of G. Each edge of G
belongs to just two members of M, by (2.3). Each non-null cycle of G
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is a sum of members of M, by (2.5). Hence M satisfies the conditions for
a planar mesh of G given in (11).
It is clear that the members of M sum to zero. But there is no proper
non-null subset of M whose members sum to zero, by ((11) (3.4)). Hence
M has just px(G) + 1 members.
(2.7) A peripheral polygon K of a non-separable graph G belongs to every
planar mesh of G.
Proof. Suppose M = {Jly «/2,..., Jk) is a planar mesh of G not including K.
Then each subclass of M summing to K has two or more members. It
follows that the residual graphs of G. K, as defined in ((11) § 3), are proper
subgraphs of G. But each has all its vertices of attachment on G.K, by
((11) (3.6)). Hence /?(#) ^ 2, contrary to hypothesis.
(2.8) If M. is a planar mesh of a nodally 3-connected graph G, then each
member of M is peripheral.
Proof. If G is edgeless, a link-graph, or a polygon this result is trivial.
Otherwise it follows from (2.3) and (2.7).
These two theorems show that a nodally 3-connected graph has at most
one planar mesh. (See (13) (14).)
We can determine whether a given nodally 3-connected graph G has a
planar mesh as follows. Assuming G has at least two edges and is not a
polygon we construct px{G) independent peripheral cycles by the method
of (2.5). If a planar mesh exists it consists of these px{G) cycles and their
mod-2 sum.
3. Planarity
Let G be any graph. Let / be a 1-1 mapping of V(G) onto a set U of
<xo{G) distinct points of a sphere or closed plane II. If e is any edge of G
with ends v and w we choose an open arc in II with end-points f(v) and
f(w) and denote it by f(e). If e is a loop the two end-points of f(e) coincide.
We now define a graph H as follows. V(H) = U, E{H) is the set of all arcs
f(e), eeE(G), and the incident vertices of an edge/(e) are its two endpoints. We call H a representation of G in II if it satisfies the following
conditions.
(i) No edge of H contains any vertex of H.
(ii) If e and e' are distinct edges of G, then/(e) and/(e') are disjoint.
A graph G is said to be planar if it has a representation in II.
Let H be a representation in II of a planar graph G. If K £ H then the
union of V(K) and the edges of K is the complex \ K | of K. If if is a polygon
of H then | K \ is a simple closed curve. Any residual domain of | K \ which
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does not meet \H\is then called a face of H bounded by K. If B is a bridge
of a polygon K in H then, by ((11) (2.4) ),\B\ does not meet both residual
domains of | K |. We therefore have
(3.1) Each peripheral polygon of H bounds a face of H.

Now distinct faces of H are clearly disjoint. Hence, by the topology of
n , no edge of H belongs to the bounding polygons of three distinct faces.
But each peripheral polygon of G corresponds under / to a peripheral
polygon of H. Hence, by (3.1), we have the following theorem.
(3.2) If a graph G has three distinct peripheral polygons with a common edge,
then G is non-planar.
4. The Kuratowski graphs
A graph defined by six nodes AVA2> Ad,Bv B2,B2, and nine branches,
each Ai being joined to each Bj by a single branch, is a Kuratowski graph
and ten
of Type I. A graph defined by five nodes A1,A2,A3,Ai,A5,
branches, each pair of distinct nodes being joined by a single branch, is a
Kuratowski graph of Type II. Examples of the two types are given in
Fig. 2.

FIG.

2

(4.1) Every Kuratowski graph is non-planar.
Proof. This well-known result can be regarded as a consequence of
(3.2). It is easily verified that in a graph of Type I each 4-branched
polygon AiBjAkBl is peripheral, and each branch belongs to three such
polygons. In a graph of Type II each 3-branched polygon AiAiAk
is
peripheral, and there are three of them through each branch.
COROLLARY.

Any graph having a Kuratowski subgraph is non-planar.
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5. Peripheral polygons and Kuratowski subgraphs

Let J be a polygon of a graph G. Let ax, a2, az, a4 be distinct vertices
of J such that ax and a3 separate a2 from a4 on J. Let Lx3 and L24 be
disjoint arc-graphs of G spanning J, the ends of LX3 being ax and a3, and
those of L2i being a2 and a4. Then we say that LX3 and L2i are crossing
diagonals of J.
(5.1) 6rwew a peripheral polygon of G with a pair of crossing diagonals we
can find a Kuratowski subgraph of G of Type I.

Proof. We use the foregoing notation, J being the peripheral polygon.
Since J is peripheral, LX3 and L2i have internal vertices x and y respectively. (See Fig. 3.) By ((11) (2.4)) there is a simple path P from x to y

in G avoiding J. Let x' be the last vertex of P in V(L13) and y' the next
vertex of P in F(L24). Let L be the arc-graph defined by the part of P
extending from x' to y'. Then J u L13 U Z>24 U L is a Kuratowski graph of
Type I. Its nodes are a1,a2,a3,ai,x',yt.
Its branches are arc-graphs
axa2, a2a3, a3a±, and a^ax in J, arc-graphs x'ax and x'a3 in L13, arc-graphs
y'a2 and ^'a4 in L24, and L.
(5.2) LeJ J be a peripheral polygon of a graph G. Let a, b, and c be distinct
vertices of J. Let Yx and Y2 be Y-graphs of G, each with ends a, 6, and c,
which span J. Suppose further that Yx n Y2 consists solely of the vertices
a, b, and c. Then we can find a Kuratowski subgraph of G.

Proof. Let the centres of Yx and Y2 be yx and y2 respectively. There is
a simple path P from yx to y2 in G avoiding J. Let xx be the last vertex
of P in V(YX) and x2 the next vertex of P in V(Y2). Let L be the arc-graph
defined by the part of P extending from xx to x2.
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If xx = yx and x2 = y2 it is clear that the J U Yx U Y2 U L is a Kuratowski
graph of Type II. We may therefore suppose, without loss of generality,
that xx ^ yx and that x1 is on the arm ayx of Yx.
Now 7 2 u L is a bridge of YxuJ in J\JYXUY2UL
with vertices of
attachment a, b, c, and xv Hence, by ((11) (4.3)), there is a 7-graph
r 3 g F 2 u L , with ends 6, c, and xv which spans 7XU J(Fig. 4). We denote
the centre of Y3 by 2/3.

We can obtain a Kuratowski graph of Type I from J\JYxliY3 by
deleting the branch be (but retaining its two ends).
(5.3) Let J be a peripheral polygon of a graph 0. Let a and b be distinct
vertices of J, and let N be one of the residual arc-graphs of a and b in J.
Let Yx and Y2 be Y-graphs of 0 spanning J and such that ^flTjC J. Suppose
that the ends of Yt are a, b, and ci} with ci in V(N). (i = 1,2.) Then we can
find a Kuratowski subgraph of G.
Proof. If cx = c2 this follows from (5.2). Otherwise J has a pair of
crossing diagonals and we apply (5.1).
(5.4) Let L be a branch of a graph 0 such that L is contained in two distinct
peripheral polygons Jx and J2. Suppose Jxr\J2i=L. Then we can find a
Kuratowski subgraph of 0 of Type I.
Proof. Let the ends of L be a and 6. Let the other branches of 0 having
6 as an end, and contained in Jx and J2, be Lx and L2 respectively. Since
Jx and J2 are distinct we can arrange, replacing L by another branch of
0 common to Jx and J2 if necessary, that Lx and L2 are distinct. Let their
ends, other than b, be cx and c2 respectively.
Suppose cxe V(J2), so that Lx is a bridge of J2. Since J2 is peripheral 0
then consists solely of three branches joining the nodes b and cx. These
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branches are evidently L, Lx, and L2. Hence Jx n J2 = L, contrary to
hypothesis. We deduce that cx £ V(J2). Similarly c2 £ F(J1).
Consider the vertices of J2 in order, beginning with b, c2. Let d be the
next member of this sequence in V(JX). If d = a we have JXC\J2 = L,
contrary to hypothesis. Hence d^a. Moreover, b and d separate a and
cx in Jv Let iV be the residual arc-graph of b and d in J2 not including a
(Fig. 5).

Since J2 is peripheral we can find a simple path P from a to cx in 0
avoiding J2. Let a be the last vertex of P on the residual arc-graph of 6
and d in Jx which contains a, and let y be the next vertex of P on the
complementary arc-graph of Jx. Let N' be the arc-graph defined by the
part of P extending from x to y.
N and N' are crossing diagonals of Jv An application of (5.1) completes
the proof.
(5.5) Let L be a branch of a graph 0 common to three distinct peripheral
polygons Jv J2, and J3 of G. Then we can find a Kuratowski subgraph of 0.
Proof. By (5.4) we may suppose Jx n J2 = J2 n J3 = J 3 n Jx = L. Let the
ends of L be a and 6. Let the complementary arc-graphs of L in Jx, J2,
and J3 be Lx, Lz, and Lz respectively.
Since Jx is peripheral both L2 and L3 have internal vertices. Moreover,
we can find internal vertices x2 of L2 and xz of L3, and an arc-graph N23 of
# with ends x2 and £3 such that 2V23 spans Jx U J2 U J3. Similarly we can
find internal vertices a^ of Lx and a;3 of L3, and an arc-graph NX3 with ends
xx and x3 such that NX3 spans Jx U J2 U J3. (See Fig. 6.)
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Suppose first that 2V23 and N13 have a common internal vertex. Then
is a bridge of JX\JJ2UJ3 in JxuJ2UJ3UiV23UN13.
So by
((11) (4.3)) there is a Y-graph Y^N23uN13, with ends xx, x2, and x3,
which spans Jx U J2 U J3. But then F u Lx U L2 u L 3 is a Kuratowski graph
of Type I.
In the remaining case Lx U N13 and L 2 U iV23 are F-graphs spanning J3
and having their intersection contained in L3. An application of (5.3)
completes the proof.
N23\JN1 13

FIG.

6

6. Barycentric mappings
Let J be a peripheral polygon of a nodally 3-connected graph 0 having
no Kuratowski subgraphs. We suppose further that there are at least
three nodes of G in V(J). We denote the set of nodes of 0 in V(J) by
N(J), and the number of such nodes by n.
Let Q be a (geometrical) n-sided convex polygon in the Euclidean plane.
Let / be a 1—1 mapping of N{ J) onto the set of vertices of Q such that

the cyclic order of nodes in J agrees, under /, with the cyclic order of
vertices of Q.
We write m = <xo{G) and enumerate the vertices of G as vltvz, v3, ...,vm,
so that the first n are the nodes of G in J. We extend/ to the other vertices
of G by the following rule. If n<i^m let A(i) be the set of all vertices
of G adjacent to vi} that is joined to vi by an edge. For each vj in A(i) let
a unit mass m^ be placed at the point f{Vj). Then/(v i ) is required to be
the centroid of the masses mr
To investigate the feasibility of this requirement we set up a system of
Cartesian coordinates, denoting the coordinates of f(v?), l^i^m,
by
(£«,&). Define a matrix K(G) = {C^}, l ^ ( i , j ) ^ m , as follows. If i^j
then Cy is minus the number of edges joining v4 and Vj. If i = j then
0^ is the valency of vt. Then the foregoing requirement specifies the
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coordinates Xj and y^ for n <j ^ m, as the solutions of the equations
m

(5)
(6)
3= 1

where n<i ^ m. For l^j ^n the coordinates #,• and yi are of course
already known.
Let Kx be the matrix obtained from K(G) by striking out the first n
rows and columns. Let Go be the graph obtained from G by deleting the
edges of J and identifying all the vertices of J to form a single new vertex.
Then, with a suitable enumeration of the vertices of Go, we can say that
Kx is obtained from K(G0) by striking out the first row and column.
Hence the determinant of Kx is the number of subgraphs of Go which are
trees containing all the vertices, and this number is non-zero since Go is
connected (see for example ((1) § 3)).
unknown
xi and y^(5)
(n<and (6) have unique solutions for the
Since d coordinates
e t ^ J ^ O equations
We refer to the mapping/, thus extended, as a bary centric mapping of G.
Choose a line I in the plane and define <p(i), 1 ^ i ^ m, as the perpendicular
distance of/(v t ) from I, counted positive on one side of I and negative on
the other. We call vi <p-active if there is an adjacent vertex Vj of G such
that <p( j) ^ <p(i). Thus all the vertices of J are ^-active.
The nodes vi of J with the greatest value of (p{i) are the positive
(p-poles of G (with respect to / ) . The number of positive 9?-poles is either
1 or 2. In the latter case the two positive <j?-poles are joined by a side of
Q parallel to I. In each case there is a unique vertex-graph or arc-graph
G+<^J joining the positive <p-poles. Similarly the nodes v^ of J with the
least value of <p(i) are the negative <p-poles of G, and they are vertices of a
subgraph G~ of G analogous to G+.
Let P be a simple path in G. We call P a rising (falling) <p-path if each
vertex of P other than the last corresponds to a smaller (greater) value of
the function <p(i) than does the immediately succeeding vertex.
(6.1) Suppose that vi} where n<i^m, is a <p-active vertex. Then it has
adjacent vertices Vj and vk such that tpiVj) < 9?(v{) < <p{vk).
Proof. This follows from the definition of a 99-active vertex, together
with the fact that f(Vj) is at the centroid of the points f{Vj) such that vi
and Vj are adjacent.
(6.2) Let vi be a <p-active vertex. Then we can find a rising cp-path P from vi
to a positive <p-pole, and a falling <p-path P' from vt to a negative <p-pole.
5388.3.13
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Proof. If vi is a positive <p-pole it defines a degenerate path which may
be taken as P . If vi is not a positive ip-pole it has an adjacent vertex v^
such that <p( j) > <p(i), by (6.1). But v^ satisfies the definition of a 99-active
vertex. Hence either it is a positive p-pole or it has an adjacent vertex vk
such that <p{k) > <p{j). Continuing in this way until the process terminates
defining a rising 99-path P from vi to a
we obtain a sequence vitvpvk,...
positive 9?-pole.
The path P' is constructed analogously.
7. ^-inactive vertices
We continue with the discussion of the barycentric mapping / defined
in §6.
Suppose that vi is a ^-inactive node of G. Then i > n. Let Z be the
subgraph of G defined by the vertices Vj such that p{j) = <p{i), and the
edges which join pairs of such vertices. Let Zx be the edgeless subgraph
of Z defined by its vertices of attachment. Let B be the bridge of Zx in Z
having vi as a vertex.
Since O is non-separable, B has at least two vertices of attachment. If
it has only two, G is not nodally 3-connected, contrary to hypothesis.
For if B was an arc-graph vi would not be a node of G. Hence there exist
three vertices of attachment, x, y, and z, of B in Z. These vertices belong
to Z1} that is they are vertices of attachment of Z. They are therefore
9?-active.
By ((11) (4.3)) there is a y-graph Y^zB, with ends x, y, and 2.
By (6.2) we can construct rising 99-paths Px, Py, and Pz from x, y, and z
respectively to positive p-poles. Write T = G+ U G(PX) u G{Py) u G(PS).
Then T is a bridge of B in TuB, with vertices of attachment x, y, and 2.
Hence, by ((11) (4.3)), there is a F-graph 7 + g T with ends x, y, and z.
Any other vertex vt of Y+ satisfies <p{t) > <p{i).
Similarly, using falling <p-paths, we can find a 7-graph Y~~ of G with
ends x, y, and z such that any other vertex vt of Y~ satisfies <p(t) <<p(i).
As any vertex vt of Y satisfies <p(t) = cp(i), the intersection of any two
of Y, Y+, and Y~ consists solely of the vertices x, y, and 2. Hence
7 u 7 + U Y~ is a Kuratowski graph of Type I. From this contradiction
we deduce
(7.1) Every node of G is <p-active.
(7.2) Suppose v^ViJ).

Then f{v^ is in the interior of Q.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then we can choose I so that the interior
of Q lies entirely on the negative side of I and cp(i) ^ 0. Then no rising
99-path can be constructed from vi to a positive 99-pole. Hence vi is
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<j?-inactive, by (6.2). It is not a node of G, by (7.1). Hence it is an internal
vertex of a branch L of G. The other internal vertices of L are also
<j?-inactive, by (6.1). Hence every vertex v^ of L satisfies <p(j) = <p(i). As
the ends of L are nodes they must be two positive $?-poles. It follows that
I is a bridge of J in G. Since J is peripheral, G has no nodes except
the ends of L. This is contrary to assumption.
8. Peripheral polygons in a barycentric mapping
A peripheral polygon K of the graph G under discussion must have at
least three vertices of attachment. For otherwise G = H\JK, where
HP\K consists entirely of the two nodes of G on K. Since G has at least
three nodes this is contrary to the assumption that G is nodally 3-connected.
(8.1) Let K be a peripheral polygon of G such that V(K) includes just three
nodes x, y, and z of G. Thenf(x),f(y), andf(z) are not collinear.
Proof. Suppose that f(x), f(y), and f(z) are collinear. We choose I to
pass through all three of them. Then each vertex vt of K satisfies <p(t) = 0,
by (6.1).
By (6.2) and (7.1) we can construct rising 92-paths from x, y, and z to
positive ^-poles. Let these paths be Px, Py, and Ps respectively. Write
T = G+uG{Pz)l)G{Py)uG{Ps). Then T is a bridge o f l i n l u T with
vertices of attachment x, y, and z. By ((11) (4.3)) we can find a F-graph
Y^T with ends x, y, and z. Each vertex vt of Y other than x, y, and z
satisfies cp{t) > 0.
Similarly, using falling 99-paths, we can find a 7-graph Y's^G with
ends x, y, and z such that any other vertex vt of Y' satisfies <p(t) < 0.
Applying (5.2) we find that G has a Kuratowski subgraph, contrary
to assumption.
(8.2) Let K be a peripheral polygon of G. Let vp, vq, vr, and vs be nodes
of G in V(K) such that vp and v.r separate vQ and vs in K. Then it is not true
that
(7)

<p(p)>?(q)^?(r)><p{s)^<p{p).

Proof. Assume (7). Construct rising y>-paths Pp and Pr, from vp and vr,
to positive p-poles. ((6.2), (7.1).) In the connected graph G(Pr) U G{Pp) U G+
we can find a simple path P from vp to vr. Let vp. be the last vertex of P
on the residual arc-graph of vq and vs in K containing vp, and let vr. be the
next vertex of P on the residual arc-graph of vq and vs in K containing vr.
Let Nx be the arc-graph defined by the part of P extending from vp. to vr>
(See Fig. 7.)
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Now vp, and vr. are nodes of 0 in V(K) which separate vq and vs in K.
Moreover,
756

(8)

<p(p') > <p(q) < <p(r') > <p(s)

Nx spans K, and each vertex vi of N± other than vp. and vT. satisfies

A similar construction with falling (p-paths from vq and vs yields two
nodes vq. and vs, of # in V(K) which separate vp- and vr> in iC and satisfy
(9)

<p{p') > cp(q') ^ p(r') ^ 95(5') ^ <p(p').

It yields also an arc-graph N2, with ends vg' and vs., which spans K and
is such that each vertex Vj of N2 other than vq. and vs« satisfies
< max [p(gf'), 99(5')] ^ min [<p{pf), <p{r')].
Now Nx and i\T2 are crossing diagonals of K. Hence G has a Kuratowski
subgraph, by (5.1), contrary to hypothesis.
(8.3) The nodes of any peripheral polygon K of G are mapped by f onto
distinct points of the plane, no three of which are collinear.
Proof. Suppose that vp, vq, and vr are distinct nodes of K such that
f{vp), f{vq), and f(vr) are collinear. Choose I to pass through f(vp), f{vq),
and/(v r ). There is a fourth node v8 of K, by (8.1), and we can adjust <p
so that <p(s) ^ 0. We can further adjust the notation so that vp and vr
separate vq and vs in K. But then (7) is true and this contradicts (8.2).
We deduce that no three distinct vertices of K are mapped by / onto
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collinear points. This implies that any two nodes vp and vq of K are
mapped by / onto distinct points. For K has a third node, vr say, and if
f(vP) = / ( « « ) t h e points f(vp),f(vq), a>ndf(vr) are collinear.
(8.4) Let L be a branch of 0 having just t^\ internal vertices, and let its
ends be a and b. Then f(a) and f(b) are distinct and f maps the internal
vertices onto t distinct points of the segment f(a)f(b) subdividing it into t + l
equal parts. Moreover, the order of the vertices from a to b in L agrees with
inf(a)f(b).
that of their images
Proof. f(a) and /(&) are distinct by (2.3) and (8.3). The rest of
Theorem (8.4) follows at once from the definition of a barycentric mapping.
Let e be any edge of G, with ends u and v. By (8.3) and (8.4), f(u) and
f(v) are distinct. We denote the open segment f{u)f(v) by/(e).
(8.5) Let K be any peripheral polygon of G. Then f maps the nodes of Gin K
onto the vertices of a (geometrical) convex polygon QK so that the cyclic order
of nodes in K agrees with that of vertices in QK.
Proof. Let the branches of G in K, taken in their cyclic order in K,
be LVL2, ...,Lk,Lv
By §7, k^3. Let the common end of Li and Li+1
(l^i^k, Lk+1 = Lj) be wt.
The two ends of Li are mapped by / onto distinct points of the plane
(8.3). Let these determine a line lt. This line determines two open halfplanes one of which, D^ say, contains the images under / of all the other
nodes of G in K, that is all the vertices wi} by (8.2). The intersection of
the closures of the half-planes Di is a convex polygon QK of the kind
required.
Using (8.4) we see that the images of the vertices of K are distinct points
of the boundary of QK, and that their cyclic order on QK agrees with that
of the vertices in K.
If K # J we define RK as the interior of QK. But we define Rj as the
exterior of Qj, that is of Q.
(8.6) Let e be any edge of R. Then just two distinct peripheral polygons of G
pass through e, and the two corresponding regions RK lie on opposite sides of
the segment f (e).
Proof. That e belongs to just two peripheral polygons K and K' of G
follows from (2.3) and (5.5). If one of these is J the theorem follows from
(7.2). Suppose therefore that neither K nor K' is J.
Let L be the branch of G containing e, and let vr and vs be its two ends.
Choose I to pass through the distinct points/(v r ) and/(v s ), (8.3). vr and vs
are not <p-poles, since c is not an edge of the peripheral polygon J.
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Assume t h a t RK and RK. are on the same side of I, which we can suppose
to be the positive side. Choosing nodes vp and vq of K and K' respectively,
distinct from vr and vs, we have <p(p) > 0, <p(q) > 0. Construct rising 93-paths
Pp and PQ, from vp and vq respectively, to positive <j?-poles. Construct also
falling 95-paths Pr and Ps, from vr and vs respectively, to negative 99-poles.
In the connected graph G(Pr) u G(PS) U G~ we can find an arc-graph N
with ends vr and vs. This arc-graph has at least one internal vertex, and
each internal vertex vt satisfies <p(t) < 0.
Considering the connected graph G(Pp) U G(Pq) U G+ we see that there is a
bridge B of the polygon L U N in G meeting each of K and K' in at least
one vertex not in V{L). Hence, by (2.4), there is a third peripheral
polygon through e, which is impossible by (5.5).
9. Barycentric representations

Let £fbea graph whose vertices are the points f(v), ve V(G), and whose
edges are the open segments /(e), eeE(G). The incident vertices of an
edge/(e) are its two end-points. Let \H\ be the union of V(H) and the
segments/(e), and let £ be its complementary set in the plane. For each
point A of S we define 8{A) as the number of distinct peripheral polygons
K of G such that A ERK. By the definition of the regions RK, and (7.2),
the function 8 has the value 1 throughout the exterior of Q.
(9.1) B(A) = 1 for each A in S.

Proof. We may assume that A is in the interior of Q. Choose a point B
outside Q such that the segment AB passes through no vertex of H and
is parallel to no edge of H. The points of intersection of AB with edges
of H subdivide AB into subsegments within each of which the function 8
must be constant. But 8 has the same value within any two neighbouring
subsegments, by (8.6). Hence 8{A) = 8{B) = 1.
From (9.1) we deduce that no region RK contains any point of | H\.
If two distinct edges e and e' of G are such that the open segments f(e)
and /(e') have a common point P it follows that the two segments lie
on a common line I. Then no peripheral polygon of G contains both e
and e', by (8.3) and (8.4). Hence if A in S is sufficiently near P there are
twc distinct peripheral polygons K, one through e and the other through e',
such that AERK.
This is contrary to (9.1). We deduce that/(e) and
/(e') are disjoint.
From these two observations we deduce further that no edge of H
contains any vertex of H, and that no two distinct vertices of G are
mapped by / onto the same point of the plane.
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I t follows that H is a representation of G in the closed plane. We call
it a barycentric representation of G on the convex polygon Q. I t is a
convex representation of G as defined in (11), provided we ignore the
trivial distinction that the segments f(e) are closed in (11) and open in
the present paper. We sum up our results as follows.
(9.2) Let G be a nodally ^-connected graph having no Kuratowski subgraph.
Let J be a peripheral polygon of G which includes just ?i ^ 3 nodes of G. Let
Q be an n-sided convex polygon in the Euclidean plane. Then there is a unique
barycentric representation of G onQ mapping the nodes of G occurring on J
onto the vertices of Q in any arbitrarily specified way preserving the cyclic
order.
(9.3) Let G be a nodally 3-connected graph having at least one polygon. Then
if G has no Kuratowski subgraph we can construct a convex representation ofG.
Proof. If G is a polygon this result is trivial. Otherwise we can find a
peripheral polygon J of G, by (2.2), and since G is a non-separable there
are at least two nodes of G in V(J).
If there are more than two nodes of G in V(J) we use (9.2). Otherwise
since G is nodally 3-connected it consists of two nodes u and v joined by
three distinct branches Lx, L2, and L3. Since G is simple we may suppose
Lx and L2 to have internal vertices. We may now represent Ghy a convex
polygon with one diagonal, in an obvious way.
10. Straight representations
The planar meshes and subclasses of planar meshes discussed below are
sets in which a particular element may be considered to appear more than
once. In a union MuN the multiplicity of an element is taken to be the
sum of its multiplicities in M and N.
(10.1) Let G be the union of two proper subgraphs H and K such that Hf\K
is either null or a vertex-graph ((11) § 2). Let MH and M.K be planar meshes
of H and K respectively. Then MH U MK is a planar mesh of G. Moreover,
any planar mesh of G can be represented in this form.
Proof. M.H U MK satisfies condition (i) of ((11) § 1) for a planar mesh of G.
Let J be any non-null cycle of G. Then J n E(H) and J n E(K) are disjoint
cycles of H and K respectively. Each is either null or a sum of members
of MH or MK. Hence J is a sum of members of MH U MK. Thus M ^ U MK
satisfies condition (ii) of ((11) § 1).
Now let M be any planar mesh of G. Since no polygon of G can have
edges in both H and K we can write M = WH U M^, where the members
of WH are contained in EH and those of M^- in EK. It is evident that
each edge of H occurring in any member of M^ occurs in just two of them.
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If J is a non-null cycle of H it is a sum of members of M. But the members
of M^- involved in this sum add up to J n E(K) = 0. Hence J is a sum of
members of WH. We deduce that M^ is a planar mesh of H. Similarly
WK is a planar mesh of K. The theorem follows.
(10.2) Let G be the union of two proper subgraphs H and K such that HC\K
consists solely of two vertices x and y. Let LH and LK be arc-graphs with ends
x and y in H and K respectively. Let MH and MK be planar meshes of
H U LK and K U LH respectively. Then the following propositions hold.
(i) We can write MH = {CVC2, ...,Ch} and MK = {DVD2, ...,Dk} so that
and
E{LH)^DtnD2.
E{LK)sQxnC2
(ii) The class
H)

+

E(LK),C3,...,Ch,D3,...,Dk}

is then a planar mesh of G.
Proof. LH U LK is a polygon of both H U LK and K U LH. Hence any
specified edge of LK belongs to just two members Cx and C2 of MH. Since
LK spans H it follows that E(LK) ci Cx n C2. A similar argument involving
LH and MK completes the proof of (i).
It is clear from the construction of M that each edge of 0 occurring in any
member of M occurs in just two of them. Moreover, each member of M is an
elementary cycle of G. For example, C1 + D1 + E(LH) + E(LK) corresponds
to the union of the arc-graphs H. {Cx + E(LK)) and K. (Dx + E(LH)), which
is a polygon.
Let J be any non-null cycle of G. It may happen that the number of
edges of J n E(H) incident with x, loops being counted twice, is even. Then
J n E(H) and J n E(K) are cycles of H and K respectively. If J n E{H) is
non-null it can be represented as a sum of members of MH other than Clt
since the members of M.H sum to zero. Then the sum cannot involve C2
either and so J n E(H) is a sum of members of M. A similar argument
applies to J n E(K). It follows that J is a sum of members of M. In the
remaining case the number of edges of (J + C1 + D1 + E(LH) + E(LK)) n E{H)
incident with x is even. Hence J + C1 + D1 + E(LH) + E{LK), and therefore
also J, is a sum of members of M. We deduce that M is a planar mesh of G.
(10.3) Let G be the union of two proper subgraphs H and K having only a
vertex v in common. Let AH and AK be links of H and K respectively
incident with v, and let their other ends be wH and wK respectively. Let G'
be formed from G by adjoining a new link A with ends wH and wK. Then
if G has a planar mesh so does G'.
Proof. Let M be a planar mesh of G. By (10.1), M = M H u M £ , where
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M/f and MK are planar meshes of H and K respectively. We note the
elementary cycle Z = {A,AH,AK} of G'.
If AH belongs to no member of MH we adjoin Z to MH as a single extra
term, denoting the resulting class by Ng-. Otherwise we delete a term,
ZH say, of MH containing AH, and adjoin one extra term Z + ZH, again
denoting the resulting class by N#. If AH belongs to no member of MH
it is convenient to write ZH = 0. We define Ng- and ZK similarly, and
write M' = Nff U N x .
The above construction ensures that each edge of G' belonging to a
term of M' belongs to just two such terms. If X is any non-null cycle
of G' then either X or X+Z is a cycle Xt of G, and X1C\E(H) and
Xx n E(K) are cycles of H and K respectively. If Xx n E(H) is non-null it
can be expressed as the sum of the members of a subset of MH which
does not involve every occurrence of ZH, if ZH ^ 0. Hence Xx n E(H) is
a sum of members of NH, and similarly Xx n E(K) is a sum of members

of N z . We deduce that X is a sum of members of M\ The theorem follows.
(10.4) Let G be the union of two subgraphs H and L, where L is an arc-graph
spanning H. Let M.H = {Cx,C2,C3,...,Cft} be a planar mesh of H such that
the ends x and y of L are vertices of G.CV Let the residual arc-graphs of
x and y in G.Cxbe Lx and L2. Then M = {E(Lu Lj),E{Lu L2),C2, ...,Ch}
is a planar mesh of G.
Proof. Clearly M satisfies condition (i) of ((11) § 1) for a planar mesh of
G. If J is any non-null cycle of G then either J or J + E(L U Lx) is a cycle
of H and therefore a sum of terms of MH not including Cv Hence J is a
sum of members of M.
We say that M is obtained from M.H by subdividing Cv
(10.5) Let G be the union of two subgraphs H and L, where L is an arc-graph
spanning H. Let M = {CX,C2, .-.,G^ be a planar mesh of G such that
CxnC2 = L. Let the complementary arc-graphs of L in G.CX and G.C2 be
Lx and L2 respectively. Then MH = {E(L1uL2),C2, ...,Cg} is a planar
mesh of H.
Proof. MH clearly satisfies condition (i) of ((11) § 1). Any non-null cycle
J of H is a cycle of G, and therefore a sum of members of M other than
Cv This sum does not involve C2 since J n E(L) = 0. Hence J is a sum of
members of MH.
(10.6) Let G be a graph having a planar mesh M. Then each subgraph of G
has a planar mesh.
Proof. Suppose we form a graph K from G by deleting a single edge A.
We form a class M.K from M as follows. If A belongs to no member of M,
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then MK = M. In the remaining case A belongs to just two terms Cx and C2
of M. If Cx = C2 we form M.K by deleting these two terms from M. Otherwise Cx + C2 can be expressed as a sum of disjoint elementary cycles of
K, by ((11) (3.2)). We then form M^- by replacing Cx and C2 by this set
of elementary cycles, each counted once only.
By this construction M x satisfies condition (i) for a planar mesh of K.
If J is any non-null cycle of K it can be expressed as a sum of terms of M,
not involving Cx if Cx and C2 exist. In the latter case the sum does not
involve C2 either since A$E(K). Hence J is a sum of members of MK.
We deduce that M^ is a planar mesh of K.
Suppose H<^G. We can remove edges from G, one by one, until we
obtain a subgraph H' of G such that E(H') = E(H). Then H can be
obtained from H' by deleting some isolated vertices. H' has a planar
mesh, by repeated application of the preceding argument if E(H)^=E(G),
and H has the same planar mesh, by (10.1).
(10.7) / / a graph has a planar mesh it has no Kuratowski subgraph.
Proof. The Kuratowski subgraph would have a planar mesh, by (10.6).
This is impossible, by (2.7) and the proof of (4.1).
(10.8) Let G be any simple graph having a planar mesh. Then by adding new
links to G, with ends in V(G), we can construct a nodally S-connected graph T
having a planar mesh.
Proof. Suppose that G is the union of two proper subgraphs H and K
such that H n K is null. Choose vertices x in V(H) and y in V(K) and adjoin
a new link A with ends x and y. The new graph Gx is simple. Now H and K
have planar meshes, by (10.1), and the link-graph Gx .{A} has a null planar
mesh. Hence Gx has the same planar mesh as G, by two applications
of (10.1).

Continuing in this way until the process terminates we construct a
simple connected graph Tx with the same planar mesh as G.
Now suppose Tx is the union of two proper subgraphs H and K such that
HC\K is a vertex-graph. Since Tx is connected, the common vertex v is
incident with edges AH in E(H) and AK in E(K). Let the other ends of AH
and AK be wH and wK respectively. Adjoining a new link A joining wH
and wK we obtain a new simple graph G2. This graph has a planar mesh,
by (10.3).
Continuing in this way until the process terminates we obtain a simple
non-separable graph T2 such that G^T2 and T2 has a planar mesh M2.
Suppose that T2 is not nodally 3-connected. Then it is a union of two
proper subgraphs H and K whose intersection consists solely of two nodes
x and y, and neither of which is an arc-graph with ends x and y. By
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((11) (3.3)) there exists Cx in M2 meeting both E{H) and E{K). There is
a second member C2 of M2 with this property, for otherwise the terms of
M2 would not sum to zero.
If a
If Ax is an edge of Tz with ends x and y we may assume AxeE(H).
member of M2 meeting both E(H) and E(K) contains Ax it can, being the
set of edges of a polygon, contain no other edge of H. If all such members
of M2 contained Ax there would be just two of them, and (3.3) of (11)
would be violated at x. We may suppose that G.Cx has vertices a in V(H)
and 6 in V(K) distinct from x and y. Joining a and 6 by a new link A we
obtain a new simple graph G3.
Now Gz has a planar mesh, by (10.4). Proceeding in this way until the
process terminates we obtain a nodally 3-connected graph T such that
G<=kT and T has a planar mesh M.
(10.9) If G is a simple graph having a planar mesh we can find a straight
representation of G in the plane. (See (3).)
Proof. First we embed G i n a nodally 3-connected graph T with a
planar mesh M. This has no Kuratowski subgraph, by (10.7). We can
obtain a straight representation of T, by (9.3), and this induces a straight
representation of G. (If T has no polygon it has at most one edge, by
((11) (2.5)), and a straight representation is obviously possible.)
(10.10) Let G be any graph having a planar mesh. Then G is planar.
Proof. If A is an edge of G with ends u and v, possibly coincident, we
can replace it by a new vertex w and two new links, A' joining u and w
and A" joining v and w. We call this process subdividing A. Clearly the
cycles of the new graph Gx can be derived from those of G by replacing A,
wherever it occurs, by the two edges A' and A". Accordingly, if the
process is applied to the members of a planar mesh of G it yields a planar
mesh of Gx.
By repeated subdivision we can convert G into a simple graph T, and
by the above observations T has a planar mesh.
By (10.9) we can construct a straight representation of T. We can
reverse the subdivisions in this and so obtain a representation of G.
11. Characterizations of planar graphs
The conditions for planarity established by Kuratowski ((2) (6)) and
MacLane (7) can be derived from the foregoing results as follows.
(11.1) Let G be any graph. Then the propositions CG is planar', 'G has a
planar mesh', and 'G has no Kuratowski subgraph' are equivalent.
Proof. If G has a planar mesh it is planar, by (10.10). If G is planar it
has no Kuratowski subgraph, by (4.1), Corollary.
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If possible choose 0 so that it has no Kuratowski subgraph, and no
planar mesh, and so that oc-^G) + ocQ(G) has the least value consistent with
these conditions. Clearly G is not a polygon or a link-graph.
Suppose G is nodally 3-connected. Then it has three distinct peripheral
polygons with a common edge, by (2.3) and (2.6). Hence it has a
Kuratowski subgraph by (5.5), contrary to the definition of G.
Suppose that G is non-separable. Since it is not nodally 3-connected it
is a union of two proper subgraphs H and K such that HnK consists
solely of two vertices x and y, and neither H nor K is an arc-graph. Since G
is non-separable both H and K must be connected. Hence x and y are
joined by arc-graphs LH^H and LK<^K. Now Hl)LK and KuLH are
proper subgraphs of G. By the choice of G they have planar meshes.
Hence G has a planar mesh, by (10.2).
From this contradiction we deduce that G is separable. It is a union
of two proper subgraphs H and K such that HnK is either null or a
vertex graph. H and K have planar meshes, by the choice of G. Hence G
has a planar mesh, by (10.1), a contradiction.
We deduce that any graph without a Kuratowski subgraph must have
a planar mesh. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
Given a vertex a of a graph G we write T(a) for the set of all links of G
incident with a. Given any set V of vertices of G we define T( V) as the
set of all links of G having one end in V and one in V(G) — V. We refer to
the sets T( V) as the coboundaries of G. Evidently each coboundary is a
mod-2 sum of sets of the form T(a), ae V{G), and the coboundaries form
a group with respect to mod-2 addition.
A graph G* with the same edges as G, and such that the cycles of G
are the coboundaries of G*, is a dual graph of G.
(11.2) A graph is planar if and only if it has a dual graph.
Proof. Suppose that G is planar. Let M = {C^C^, ..-,Cg} be a planar
mesh of G (11.1). Let the edges of G belonging to no Ci be A1}A2,
...,Ak.
Denote the vertices of a graph G* by vvv2, ...,vg, w1,w2, ...,wk. Put
E(O*) = E(G). Take At, l^i^k, to be a loop of G* incident with wt. If
A in E(G*) satisfies A e Q n Cp i^j, we take A to be a link of G* joining
vi and Vj. In G* we then have T{wi) = 0 and T(vJ = C4. Hence the
coboundaries of G* are the linear combinations of the members of M, that
is they are the cycles of G. Thus G has a dual graph G*.
Conversely, suppose that G has a dual graph G*. Let the vertices a
of G* such that T(a) is non-null be enumerated as v1,v2, ...,vg. Consider
the class N = {Tfa), T(v2),..., T{vg)}. Each term is a cycle of G, each edge
of G belonging to a term of N belongs to just two of them, and each cycle
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of G is a sum of members of N. We can therefore convert N into a planar
mesh of G by replacing each T^) by a class of disjoint elementary cycles
of G summing to T(vt). ((11) (3.2).) Hence G is planar, by (11.1).
We see from (11.2) that the problem of deciding whether a given graph
is planar is a special case of a more general problem, that of deciding
whether a given class of subsets of a collection S, closed under mod-2
addition, can be represented as the class of coboundaries of a graph. This
wider problem has practical importance as well as theoretical interest. It
is analysed in (8), (9), and (10).
The results of the present paper suggest that the more general problem
could be tackled by constructing analogues of peripheral cycles. I hope
to discuss such a procedure in another paper.
The theorems of (9) yield, on specialization, another characterization of
planar graphs: a graph is non-planar if and only if it has a polygon whose
bridges cannot be classified in two sets so that the members of each set
avoid one another.
12. Representations of dual graphs

Let G be a non-null 3-connected graph in which the valency of each
vertex is at least 3. Suppose that G has a planar mesh M = {C1} C2,..., Cg}.
Let the vertices v^ and edges A^ of G .Ci be, in their natural cyclic order,
vo,A1,v1,A2, ...,vn_1,An,vn = vQ. We introduce a new vertex wi and join
it to each v^ in V(G. C^) by a single new edge Atj. Fig. 8 illustrates the case
i = 1. We repeat the operation for each member of M, arranging that the
new vertices wk are all distinct. Let us denote the resulting graph by GQ,
and the class {wk} by W.
Now Go can be constructed by repeatedly subdividing faces as in (10.4).
We may therefore deduce from (10.4) that Go is planar, and has a planar
mesh Mo = {Tlt T2, T3,..., Tq} with the following property: G. 2^ is a triangle
in which one vertex is a wk and the opposite edge is an edge of G.
Consider an edge A j of G. It belongs to two members Tr and Ts of Mo.
Now Aj belongs to two distinct members of M, by ((11) (3.4)), and
therefore Tr and Ts correspond to distinct members of W. Accordingly
Go. (Tr + Ts) is a quadrangle Xi of Go. Of its four distinct vertices two
belong to W and two are the ends of A^ in G. We define G^ as the graph
obtained from Go by deleting all the edges Aj of G. By (10.5) G^ is planar
and it has a planar mesh M^ whose members are the sets E(Xj).
The above construction is illustrated in Fig. 8. The full lines represent G
and the broken ones G^.
(12.1) G* is ^-connected.
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Proof. Suppose G* is the union of the two proper subgraphs H and K,
where Hf)K consists solely of two or fewer vertices.
Suppose both H and K have vertices of G not in HnK. Since G is
3-connected one such vertex in V(H) must be joined to one in V(K) by
an edge Aj of G. Considering the quadrangle X;- we see that HC\K has
two distinct vertices, both in W. Call them w1 and w%. Since the members
of M*1 sum to zero there is a second member of M11 having edges in both
H and K. That is, another quadrangle Xk has both wx and w2 as vertices.
But then the two peripheral polygons G.Cx and G.C2oiG have two distinct
branches of G in common, which is impossible, by (2.3) and (2.8).
We may now assume that V(H) - V(H n K) includes no vertex of G.
Suppose that a vertex u of HnK is joined by an edge A to a vertex
v in V{H)- V(K). Then veW, and is joined only to members of V(G) in
V{H n K). But since G is simple each wi in W is joined to three or more
distinct vertices of G. We deduce that any member of E(H) has both ends
in H n K. The theorem follows.
v0

Ax
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It follows from (2.8) that the quadrangles Xf are peripheral polygons of
G^. By (9.2) we can construct a barycentric realization of G* on a 4-sided
convex polygon Q in the plane. We suppose Xx to play the part of J
in §§5-8. In each of the convex polygons QXj, j>l, in the barycentric
representation we construct the diagonal joining the two opposite vertices
of the quadrangle corresponding to vertices of G. In the quadrangle Q
let the vertices corresponding to vertices of G be u and v. We join these
by the 'infinite segment' of the line uv outside Q. We may consider the
plane to be closed by a point Q at infinity, and say that u and v are joined
by a straight segment through Q.
Allowing the use of this infinite segment we obtain a set of diagonals
giving a straight representation of G. Using the other diagonals of the
quadrangles we obtain a straight representation of the dual graph G* of G.
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(There is essentially only one dual graph of G since G has only one planar
mesh, by (2.6) and (2.8).) We then have simultaneous straight representations of G and G* in which the only intersections are of corresponding
edges, and two corresponding edges meet in just one point.
13. Unsolved problems
The result of § 12 raises the following questions. Can we construct
simultaneous straight representations, with intersections limited as
above, of G and G* in which the residual regions of each representation
are convex? Or such that corresponding edges are represented by
perpendicular segments ?
We might also consider representations of a planar graph on a
geometrical sphere such that the vector drawn from the centre to any
vertex is in the direction of the resultant of the vectors drawn to its
neighbouring vertices. Does every nodally 3-connected planar graph
have such a representation and if so is the representation unique for
each graph ?
Finally we may remark that very little is known about representations
of graphs in the protective plane and higher surfaces (4).
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